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About this tutorial
You can use this tutorial to get started with Siren Platform - Community Edition.
This is a great place to start with Siren Platform: Siren Investigate. Siren Investigate is a
browser-based visualization tool that provides powerful graphical and analytical
capabilities.
The tutorial helps you to install Siren Investigate as an empty platform and import demo
data to start visualizing data.
Tip: This tutorial document contains images that might look small. Use your browser zoom
controls to enlarge them as needed (typically CTRL+ and CTRL-).

What this tutorial covers (scenarios and data)
Siren Platform can work with many kinds of data, but it's important to understand that not
all data types are imported in the same way.
For IT-focused use cases, such as cybersecurity, operational, log management, or IoT,
you typically need to analyze data streams that are continuously ingested. Data streams are
loaded by external applications that write directly to the underlying Elasticsearch cluster.
Examples of external tools for these scenarios are Logstash, Beats, Fluentd, Streamset
and many more. It is also quite easy to write data to Elasticsearch directly by using the
APIs.
For other use cases, such as knowledge graphs, enterprise search, data discovery,
extended/investigative BI database data or ad hoc data, Excel or .csv format is more
commonly used and, for these, Siren offers a full self-service data upload in the UI.
This tutorial focuses on the second, non-IT uses, so we will import data by using CSV files.
What about data in JDBC datasources?
The Siren Platform also supports working on data in remote JDBC datasources. This can
happen directly (the “where it is” approach, with no data copy happening) or via the built-in,
UI-assisted “reflection” process (in which case data is copied and periodically refreshed).
These processes are outside the scope of this tutorial. For more information about using
data that is in JDBC datasources, we recommend that you follow this tutorial first (which
uses CSV files) and then later refer to the information about Getting started with your own
data.
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Installing Siren Platform - Community Edition
Siren Platform - Community Edition allows you to explore the features of Siren Platform by
using the demo data provided.
This download is supported on Windows, Linux, and Mac OS X operating systems with a
minimum of 8 GB of RAM.
We support the following browsers:
●

Google Chrome

●

Mozilla Firefox

Before you begin
The following tasks are mandatory and must be completed before you attempt to install
Siren Platform - Community Edition:
●

●

Install Java JDK version 8 and set the java_home environment variable.
We recommend downloading Amazon Corretto version 8 (go to the Windows installer
or general download page). Alternatively, download and install the Oracle JDK. To
set the java_home environment variable, follow the instructions here.
On Windows, the standard ZIP extraction process is slow and rarely successful. To
extract the download files, use an improved ZIP manager, such as 7-zip or WinRAR.

Procedure
1. Go to http://www.siren.io/downloads and download Siren Platform Easy start.
2. Complete the validation form, accept the license, and click Proceed.
3. Save the compressed file and extract it to a local directory. The folder contains three
main folders:
● docs: Contains the Siren Platform user guide in both HTML and PDF formats
and the release notes.
● elasticsearch: Contains the self-contained, single-node Siren Enhanced
Elasticsearch cluster.
● siren-investigate: Contains the Siren front-end application, which can be
accessed through a web browser.
4. Launch the program, based on your operating system.
Windows

1. Browse to the elasticsearch/bin folder and
double-click on the Elasticsearch.bat file.
A command window shows Elasticsearch messages
flowing. Do not close the command window.
2. Browse to the siren-investigate/bin folder and
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double-click on the investigate.bat file. A command
window shows Siren Investigate messages flowing.
Do not close the command window.
Linux or OS X

1. Open a Terminal window, change directory to the
extracted folder, and run the following command: cd
{extracted folder}/elasticsearch
./bin/elasticsearch
The Terminal window shows Elasticsearch messages
flowing. Do not close the command window.
2. Open a new Terminal window, change directory to
the extracted folder, and run the following command:
cd {unzipped folder}/siren-investigate
./bin/investigate

The installation is complete when you see the message “Siren Gremlin Server is up
and running” in the log window.
5. Open a web browser and navigate to http://localhost:5606.

Relaunching Siren Investigate
If your session is interrupted and you need to relaunch Siren Investigate, repeat steps 4-5 of
the above procedure.

Welcome to Siren Investigate!
As you launch Siren Investigate, you will see our welcome message. It contains some useful
links but, for now, click Not now.

The platform opens as pictured below. The left-hand navigation menu contains a range of
apps. The most important apps for this tutorial are:
1. Dashboard (1)
2. Data Reflections (2)
3. Management (3)
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Importing data in Siren Platform
An essential part of the platform is having some data to work with. Before you import data,
you must complete the setup.

Setting the default time range
One of the core ways to filter data in Siren Investigate is by selecting ranges of time. Before
we get hands-on with some datasets, let’s take a moment to consider what this means.
Ultimately, the time range should be set based on your data. It can be anything from
seconds to centuries.
The default time range is the “last 15 minutes”, which is a safe default when Siren is
connected to very large Elasticsearch clusters (for example, for operational logs).
Since our sample dataset relates to companies, investors, and investments, 15 minutes is
not useful. You would not see any data displaying in a dashboard that is filtered by “last
15m”.
Some of the companies in the dataset are up to 150 years old, so let’s set the default time
range to the “last 150 years”. You can always modify the time range manually in each
dashboard and we’ll see that later.
To do this, we’ll go to the advanced settings:
1. Open the Management module (1) and click Data Model (2).
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2. Select Advanced Settings (1).

3. Filter the list by searching for “timeDefaults” (1) and click Edit.
4. Change the variable “now-15m” to “now-150y” (2) and click Save (3).
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Importing the demo data
For the purpose of this tutorial, we are using sample data from an old TechCrunch data
dump and a sample of technical articles that were collected online.
1. Download the sample data files.
2. Extract the compressed file. The following files are included:
●
●
●

●

articles.csv: A collection of technical articles
companies.csv: A list of companies that includes geo-locations and descriptions
investments.csv: An associative table, connecting companies to investors with
“amounts”, “round code” (For example, seed round, round A, B and so on), and the
date of investment
investors.csv: A list of investors

These files are relationally connected. For example, companies have IDs (primary key) that
are used in the investment tables which, in turn, contain the IDs of investors. A unified
modeling language (UML) for this data is represented in the following table:

There are also other relationships in the data, for example, City/State names, URLs, and
email addresses. You’ll see later how these can be auto-discovered.
This section will take you through the steps required to import the sample dataset.
1. In the left-hand navigation bar, click Data Reflections (1).
2. Click Excel/CSV Import (2).
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3. From the Excel/CSV Import screen, upload the companies.csv file.
4. After the file is uploaded, you will see a preview of the data (2). Click Next (3).

At the Configure Indexing step, there are a number of options that you may choose to
employ at a later time.
●

●
●

You can define a transform (1) if your data needs to be changed on the fly or
enriched. Siren supports a rich set of transformations including the ability to call
external web services.
You can change the name of the index (2).
You can change the setting of the Mapping switch (3) to ‘off’. The switch allows us
to change the way that each CSV field is interpreted or “mapped” (in Elasticsearch
parlour). This is very important and determines your ability to search/sort/drilldown
and analyze the data.
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Below the Mapping switch is a table where all the fields are listed, for example,
Blog_Feed_url. For each field, you can see samples of values (6) and can select the data
Type from a dropdown menu(5).
Most of the data types that are listed in the dropdown menu are easy to understand, such
as Integer, or Date. However text and keyword r equire some explanation.
Text: Used for long texts, such as emails and communication messages. When you
choose Text, the back-end splits the content into individual words and calculates
statistics on those words. This allows you to have word clouds and the best level of
searchability.
Keywords: These are unbreakable tokens and can be used to search for multi-word
terms. For example, your dataset might include a field called City that contains
strings such as “New York” and “Los Angeles”. If you mark this field as Keyword,
then the term will be searched for in its entirety, rather than broken into single-word
search terms.
The Multi-Valued switch (5) can be used when a field in the CSV file contains an array of
values, typically separated by a delimiter. For example, one could have an “email” field
which contains “giovanni@siren.io|giovanni.tummarello@siren.io|info@siren.io”. By switching
the Multi-Valued switch to ‘on’, you can parse these 3 values as separate email addresses
which is useful for search and analysis.
For now, complete the following steps:
1. For the founded_date field, set the type to D
 ate.
2. For the description and overview fields, set the type to Text (Allows Word Cloud).
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3. Click Import.

After the import is complete, you see a confirmation message.
At this point, the data has been indexed by the back-end system. However, it is not yet
“known” by the Data model in the front-end system.
The easiest way to do this is to click Create an Index Pattern Search (1) in the
confirmation message. Another way is to click Management → Data Model → Create
index pattern search.
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Creating index pattern searches
Before we create an index pattern search, let's present some fundamental concepts and
terminology that will help you to understand the platform.
●

●

●

●

A document: A single record. In this case, we have created one document for each
row in the CSV file. Documents have fields t hat contain a value. W
 hen Siren fields
are stored in an Elasticsearch back-end system (the default), then Siren fields are
multivalue. We will see this later in the tutorial.
An index: A collection of documents that is given a specific name in the back-end
system. This concept is derived from Elasticsearch. During the CSV import, we
created an index called “companies”.
An index pattern search: A pattern that selects the indexes from the back-end
system. The simplest form of index pattern search is the name of an index, for
example, ‘companies’. More advanced forms use an asterisk (*) to search for
multiple indexes. For example, a pattern of comp* would certainly take the index
companies but would also take an index computers if there was one so named in
Elasticsearch.
Index patterns are the core ‘searchable objects’ in Siren. This means that index
patterns can be searched, drilled down, and be the basis of analytics visualizations.
They are called ‘index pattern searches’ to distinguish them from ‘searches’.
Searches or ‘saved searches’: Typically a subset of an index pattern search. For
example, if you wanted to sort your list of companies by those based in France, you
can set up a search for French companies, which would then appear under the
‘companies’ index pattern search.

To create an index pattern search:
1. Keep the default name of the index pattern (1) and keep the name of this search (2)
as “companies”.
2. Select founded_date from the Time Filter field name dropdown menu (3). All the
companies in the dataset contain that date set. Tip: This field is useful for a strongly
time-based index where you expect that every record will have a primary date or
timestamp, such as a time series. However, if you select a time field and that field is
not set for some of your records, then those records will not be shown by Siren.
3. Select an icon (4). The icon should represent the type of data that the index pattern
will show.
4. Click Create.
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After you’ve created the Index Pattern Search you should see something like this:

All index pattern searches that you create appear under Ontology (1).
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Select the Fields tab (2) to see which fields are now imported. Select the Data tab (3) to
view the imported records - approximately 160,000 records are imported for this dataset.
On the Info tab, there is a field called Label when visualized in the graph browser (4).
You use this to set the default field to use for labelling nodes on the graph browser which
you will see shortly. Set it to the Document Field called “label”. We will see another way to
do this later on.

Creating additional index pattern searches
Return to the Data Reflections module and create index pattern searches for
investment.csv and investors.csv. Do not import articles.csv for now.
Note: If you get a warning message that says, “Are you sure you want to leave this page?”,
you can continue. This refers to the ability to save a configuration for subsequent ingestion
of similarly structured files, which is not the situation in this case.
●

Investment.csv → For the raised_amount field, select Float. For the funded_date
column, select Date. Click Import.
Click Create an index pattern search and then set funded_date in the Time Filter
field name field.
Keep the other default values, select an appropriate icon, Set the Label when
visualized in the graph browser to be a Document Field called “label”, and click
Create.

●

Investors.csv → Keep the default values and click Import.
Click Create an index pattern search and, in the Time Filter field name field,
select I don’t want to use the Time Filter, as this is not a time-based index. Set the
Label when visualized in the graph browser to be a Document Field called “label”.
Note: The @timestamp datetime field is added by the import. It refers to the time of
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the import, which we do not require in our analysis.

At this point, the Data Model tab should look something like this:

Exploring the data and creating dashboards
With the data loaded into the platform, we can begin to explore some of what Siren
Investigate has to offer.
The first thing we will look at is the creation of simple dashboards.
Go to the companies index pattern search and click Data.
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Fixing the time range value
If data is not appearing, check the time range filter at the top right of the screen. It should
be displaying the default time range of 150y. If you do not see the expected time range, you
can change it for this dashboard.
1. Click the time range value.
2. Select Relative (2).
3. Set the time filter to 150 years ago (3) and click Apply (4).

When you see company data in the Data tab, you can start exploring the data.
As you explore, remember that this interface is not what end users will see. End users see
the dashboards that we will create soon. This stage of the process is centered on data
debugging and administrative exploration.
1. Enter a query in the search bar (1), for example, “google”. You will get many hits
because many of the companies mention Google in their description.
2. In the result list (2), expand an individual record by clicking the small triangle (3). This
will list all the field → value pairs.
3. Add structured filters by clicking the magnify icons (4)
to create a positive or
negative filter on that value. Filters appear above the list and can be removed by
hovering over the filter and clicking the bin button (4). Filters can also be created by
using the Add a filter button, next to the filter you already applied.
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Creating dashboards
It is time to create a dashboard for the users!
Tip: As you work through this section and create new components, use the Apply changes
button to save your updates.

You can create dashboards manually or automatically. To begin with, we’ll create a
dashboard manually by creating and adding one visualization at a time.
1. Click the Dashboard app (1).
2. Click C
 reate a dashboard (2).
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3. Click Save (1) and give the dashboard a name, for example, “Companies” (2).
4. Select S
 tore time with dashboard (3). Selecting this checkbox stores the current
timefilter (Last 150y) in the dashboard, so that it remains even if the default value is
updated.
5. In the Select Saved Search field, select “companies” from the dropdown menu (4).
6. Click Save.

Linking data models with dashboards
By setting a saved search for a dashboard, we are telling Siren Platform that this
dashboard’s main topic is ‘companies’, as specified in the data model. The dashboard
effectively becomes a ‘data model entity/search’ bridge.
Making this connection is important, because it allows Siren Platform to:
●
●

Display the same icon for the dashboard as the one that you defined in the data
model (1)
Display the number of entities or documents within the specified time filter (2). The
same number is also shown in the sidebar (3). Tip: You can expand and collapse the
sidebar by clicking on the small triangle beside the Dashboard app icon (4)

The connection also allows the dashboard to:
● Use the relational navigation buttons and be set as a target for relational navigation
● Be used as a source of data to feed the graph browser
Not all dashboards require a saved search. You can create ‘summary’ dashboards that
contain visualizations that are underpinned by different searches. These dashboards will
neither display a number nor a specific icon.
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Creating visualizations
Now, while we are in editing mode, we’ll continue by creating some visualizations.
We will add visualizations in the following order:
● Record Table: The Record Table component displays records one by one. You can
see the records in summary form or you can expand each record to see the details.
● Pie Chart
● Analytic Table
● Vertical Bar (an exercise)
Note: The following steps guide you through creating a new visualization from the
Dashboard app. You can also create a new visualization through the Visualize app. If you
do so, you will see slightly different button labels and you won’t be immediately redirected
to the Dashboard app after creation.
Important: You must always save the dashboard after adding visualizations or your
changes will be lost.

Creating a record table visualization
1. Click Add (1).
2. Since there aren’t any saved visualizations (2), click Create new Visualization (3).
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3. On the Select visualization type screen, click Record Table (1).
4. On the Pick a Saved Search screen, select companies.

5. Click on the twistie icon (1) to expand a record and view the details, such as the
fields that are associated with the record.
6. Open the first record in the list and click Toggle column in table (2) for the fields
‘label’ and ‘category code’. This function adds fields as columns in the table.
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Tip: To remove columns, click on this icon again or click the ‘x’ icon beside the column
name. To move columns, use the << >> buttons.

7. Remove the _source column.
8. Click the S
 ave tab (1) and name the visualization ‘Record Table’ (2).
9. Click Save and add to Dashboard.
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10. In the Dashboard app, select the Companies dashboard.
11. Click the Add tab. The Record Table visualization is displayed in the Saved
visualizations tab.
12. Click on the Record Table visualization to add it to the dashboard. The visualization
can be moved (1) and edited (2) as needed.
13. Click the Save tab (3) and click Save.

Creating a pie chart visualization
1. In the Dashboard app, select the Companies dashboard and click Edit -> Add.
2. Click Create new Visualization.
3. Select Pie.
4. On the Pick a Saved Search screen, select the c
 ompanies search.
5. On the New Visualization (unsaved) screen, click Split Slices (1).
6. From the Aggregation dropdown menu, select Terms (2).
7. From the Field dropdown menu, select category_code.
8. In the Size field, set the size (the number of sectors for the pie chart) to 20 (3).
9. Select Group other values in separate bucket (4)
10. Click Apply Changes (5).
11. Click Save.
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12. Specify the name ‘Categories’ for the visualization.
13. Click Save and add to Dashboard.
14. The pie chart appears in the ‘Companies’ dashboard. Click Save.

Creating an analytic table visualization
The Analytic Table visualization is similar in appearance to the Record Table. The difference
is that you can view individual records with a Record Table while you can make summaries
with an Analytic Table.
1.
2.
3.
4.

From the Companies dashboard, click the Edit tab.
Click the Add tab and add click Create new visualization.
Select Analytic Table and then select the ‘companies’ search.
In the New Visualization (unsaved) screen, go to the buckets section (1) and click
Split Rows.
5. In the Aggregation field, select Terms.
6. In the Field field, select city.
7. In the Order By field, select metrick: Count.
8. In the Order field, select Descending.
9. In the Size field, enter the value ‘50’.
10. Click Apply changes (2).
11. Click the Save tab and name the visualization as ‘Analytic table’.
12. Click Save and add to dashboard.
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Exercise: Creating a vertical bar visualization
Time for an exercise! Try creating a vertical bar visualization for founded_date and add it to
the Companies dashboard.

Improving the look of your dashboard
At any time, a dashboard can be modified by using the controls that are available in the
Edit tab.
For example, you can:
● Move windows by clicking and dragging the Move icon in the top-right corner of
●

each window
Resize windows by clicking and dragging the Resize icon in the bottom-right corner
of each window

●

Remove a visualization by clicking the Close icon

●

Edit each visualization by clicking the Edit icon

●
●
●

Expand a window to full screen by clicking the Expand icon
Add new visualizations to the dashboard by clicking the Add tab
Change to a dark theme or hide borders by clicking the Options tab
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By the end of this section, your dashboard might look something like this:
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Automatically creating the other dashboards
Siren features an AI-driven dashboard creation wizard which is a great way to get started
on any new dataset with just a few clicks. You can then customize the dashboards as
desired.
We’re going to automatically create dashboards for the other two searches, Investments
and Investors.
We can do this in one of two ways:
● On the Data tab of the Data Model screen
● By using the Discover button, which is essentially a shortcut to that functionality as
a standalone app (1). We’ll go there now.

1. In the Ontology section, select the investments index pattern (1).
2. Under Selected Fields, click Autoselect Most Relevant (2).
3. On the Autoselect Top 10 - Report screen, click O
 K.
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4. The system adds 10 auto-selected fields to the Selected fields list (1). Click
Generate Dashboard (2).

5. On the Create a Prepopulated Dashboard screen, accept the default settings and
click Create.
6. On the Generate Dashboard - Report screen, click OK.
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7. On the new investments dashboard, you’ll notice that the top histogram appears far
to the right. To zoom into this area, click your cursor to the left of the line diagram
and drag the cursor from 1990 to the present to select the area. This technique is
called ‘brushing’.

After brushing the diagram, you’ll notice that the time filter in the top-right of the screen is
updated and the diagram expands to fill the window.

8. Click the Edit tab.
9. Click the Save tab and ensure that the Store time with dashboard c
 heckbox is
selected, so that the time range is saved for this dashboard.
10. Click Save.
Tip: Why not improve the look of your auto-generated dashboard further by removing the
empty @timestamp timeline visualization?
Exercise: Create a dashboard for the 'investors' search. You can do this either manually or
automatically.
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Interacting with visualizations
You can interact with some visualizations to take a closer look at important data. For
example, you can click on a slice of a pie chart or drag and select an area of a map. Let’s
try it...
1. Click the segment that is labelled EUR in the pie chart.

By clicking this segment, the dashboard updates as follows:
● A filter appears for raised_currency_code: “EUR” (1). Hover over this filter to
delete it or to invert it.
● The number of records displayed in the dashboard is reduced (2) and a filter
icon appears.
2. To reset the filters to the saved state, click Reset (4).
3. To reset all unsaved filters in all dashboards, click the Reset Filters icon (3).
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Bring on the magic: Siren’s relational capabilities!
In Siren Platform, a relation is a labeled link between entity types. An index pattern search is
an entity type, which means that two index pattern searches can be connected by a relation
in the Siren data model.
In the example below, ‘secured’ is a relation, while ‘companies’ and ‘investments’ are entity
types.

A relational data model is the key to exploring the relational data analysis capabilities in
Siren Platform. It enhances both the navigation across related dashboards and the link
analysis feature or visual graph browser.

The Data Model
In the Management app, click Data Model. Select the Data Model Graph tab, which
shows the ‘companies’ search as illustrated below:

You will notice that there are three icons; one icon for each search. To see all of the icons
clearly, click Toggle entity highlight - the lightbulb icon.
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Creating relations between entity types
In this step, we will work with the investments search to specify which fields of other
searches relate to the selected search.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Double-click on the investments search click the Relations tab.
Click Add relation (1). The source entity is preselected as investments.
In the Field field, select companies from the list of keywords (2).
In the Labels fields, enter “secured by” in the top ‘active’ field (4) and “secured” in
the bottom ‘passive’ field (5).
5. In the Target Entity field, select companies from the list of searches (3).
6. In the Field field, select id from the list of keywords.
7. Click Add relation.
8. In the Field field, select investors from the list of keywords.
9. In the Labels fields, enter “made by” in the top field and “made in the bottom field.
10. In the Target Entity field, select investors from the list of searches.
11. In the Field field, select id from the list of keywords.

To explain the meaning of these fields, let's recall the data model:
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7. Click the Relation Explorer (1) - the eye icon. This screen show you sample records
from the left and right side, which are matched on the same key. This is a good way
to validate that the relationship makes sense. You can move back and forth through
documents by clicking the arrows on the top left of the window.
8. Click Save (2).

9. Click the Data Model graph tab. Click and drag the icons to rearrange them. Your
graph should look something like the image below.
10. To change the direction of the relation labels, click Toggle relation direction (1).
11. Click Save graph layout (2).

12. Double-click the companies search.
13. Click the Relations tab. The relation between companies and investments is already
there. Makes sense, right? Now, we’ll create a new one - this time a self relation.
14. Click Add relation.
15. Specify a relation from companies.id to companies.one_competitor and enter
“competitor” as the label in both directions.
16. Click Save.
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The data model graph should now look something like this:

That’s it! Your relational data model is done. It’s time to see it in action.

Creating a relational navigator visualization
The relational navigator is a special visualization that automatically shows links to
connected records in other dashboards.
If you create one relational navigator component and use the same component across all
the dashboards, it will automatically know where to point to.
This time, we will create the visualization in the Visualize app.

1. In the Visualize app, click Create new visualization - the plus button.
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2. Select Relational Navigator.

3. Click the Save tab and give the visualization the name “relational navigator”.
4. Click S
 ave. After it is saved, the visualization is available in Siren Platform, but it is
not used in any dashboards.

5. Go to the Dashboard app and add this visualization to each of the dashboards.
a. Click the Edit tab.
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b. Click the Add tab and select Relational navigator from the list. You might
have to browse the pages to find it.
c. Move the Relational navigator window to the top of the dashboard.
d. Click the Save tab and click Save.
e. Repeat steps a-d for the next two dashboards.

Note: The relational navigator visualization can be added only to dashboards that are
“connected” to saved searches, as discussed before. Likewise, the button will only point to
other dashboards as long as they also are connected.

Tip: You can reorder the dashboards in the sidebar by dragging and dropping them.
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Using the relational navigator visualization
Now, we are ready to apply the relational navigator visualization to a real-world scenario!
This is an exciting feature of Siren, which is the ability to drill down relationally. By using the
buttons in the relational navigator, you can move from one set of records to a set of records
that are connected to it in another dashboard.
Why not see how it is used in our video, What is investigative intelligence?
Let’s try to find investors who have made investments in companies whose records
mention the word “advertising”, and which are in Los Angeles?
1. From the Companies dashboard, search for “advertising” (use the UK English
spelling) (1).
2. Apply a filter for “Los Angeles” (2).
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You should the results for 105 (1) companies, which are connected with 45 investments (2).

3. In the Relational navigator view, click secured (45 investments) (2).
4. You reach the investments dashboard. In the Relational navigator view of this
dashboard, click made by (26 investors).
Hint: If fewer than 45 investments appear, a potential reason could be from brushing the
‘funded_date’ visualization on the investments dashboard earlier. It shouldn’t matter too
much for this tutorial but if you would like to try to get back to 45 investments, save
changes on the “Companies” dashboard and go to the investments dashboard. Change the
time range to 150 years to present and save. Now, return to the Companies dashboard.
Note: Anywhere you see a blue filter, that means it is a relational filter. You can hover your
cursor over the blue filter to see the lineage, which is the relational path going from
companies with filters “Los Angeles” and search string “advertising” to the investors here.

Now, it’s time to see on the graph how these are connected together!
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Creating a Graph Visualization and adding it to a
Graph Dashboard
Graphs are one of the key features of Siren Investigate.
A Graph Browser is a visualization like the others so it needs to be created and placed on a
dashboard (you can then maximize it so that it becomes as big as the dashboard itself)
1. In the Dashboard app, click Create new dashboard (1).
2. Name the dashboard ‘Graph Browser’ and click Create.
3. Click Add (2) and select Create new visualization.

4. Select Graph Browser (1). N
 ote: A video introduction to this part of the platform
appears and it is recommended that you watch it. You can continue this tutorial at
any time by returning to Siren Investigate.

5. Click Add all available lens and contextual scripts (1). Lenses and contextual
scripts are actions that change the way the graph looks and right-click mouse
actions.
6. Click Apply changes (2).
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7. Click the Save tab (3), name the visualization “GraphBrowser” and click Save and
Add to Dashboard.

8. In the Graph Browser dashboard, click Save.
9. Expand the GraphBrowser visualization to fit the canvas (1).
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Graph link analysis
The graph browser visualization works by pulling data in from dashboards. To get the best
results from the graph browser, you should first use the dashboards to filter the data by
sets of possibly interesting results to analyze.
By default, the graph browser only pulls in the first 500 records from each dashboard. To
change this default setting, see the appendix, ‘Advanced settings for the graph’.
Before you begin, make sure that all three dashboards are filtered as a result of the actions
you took in previous sections.
1. In the graph browser, click Add (1) and select the companies dashboard (3). 105
companies are imported into the graph (4).

You will notice that the labels for these companies are unreadable. The document ID is
shown by default.
You can change the labels, either by using the Data Model configuration (the label setting is
next to the icon setting) or by using a graph lens. A graph lens works in a similar way to a
cascading style sheet; it changes the appearance of the graph.
2. Click Toggle Sidebar (1):
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3. In the Lenses tab, click Add a lens and select Label from expression.

4. In the Lens editor, enter the name “company label”.
5. In the Entity Type dropdown menu, select companies from the list of searches (2).
6. To fill the Expression field, click the + button and select label from the dropdown
menu (3). The Expression field is populated automatically with
payload[“label”] (4).
7. Select Active and Live update.
8. Click OK.
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9. Click Save changes (1). Lenses are saved with the dashboard settings.
10. Repeat steps 1-9 to add the investors and investments dashboards and to add label
lenses for both.

After the graph is created, use the Layout button (1) to separate the entities.
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Automatic schema relation discovery
Siren Investigate includes a powerful feature that auto-discovers relations in your schema1,
e.g. discovering that certain columns in your data have shared attributes and proposing to
add relations in the data model.
To demonstrate this, let’s import the fourth and final CSV file.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1

From the Data Reflections app, import the article.csv file.
In the list of fields, select Date as the type for the pdate field.
Select Text (Allows Word Clouds) as the type for the snippet field.
Click Import.
Click Create an Index Pattern Search.
In the Time Filter field name dropdown menu, select pdate.
Select a suitable icon for articles (2) and click Create (3).

This is a schema level feature, discovering shared keys in indexes. Auto discovery of individual
record to record relations is set to be introduced in Siren 10.3
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1. Click the Relations tab (1) and, instead of manually creating the relation, click
Relations auto-discovery wizard (2).

2. Accept the default settings in the wizard and click OK. The Results screen shows
the suggested relations (1). These are new relations that were not previously found.
You can also view the existing relations on the next tab (2).
3. Click on the rows in the Source column (4) to view the target of this relation. Targets
are other indexes. For example, the “companies.id” field is connected to the
“articles.companies” field.
4. To view the details of these records, open the Relation Explorer (3), this will show
“side to side” sample records where the key appears to match. Try it out!
Note: In the results list, some relations are direct (e.g. (3)) and others instead are labelled
with [EID] (entity identifiers) (4).
This indicates that the system found that some indexes have shared identifiers that seem to
belong to certain entities, for example, a URL, an email address, or a value for city.
However, there is no corresponding index in which these entities are primary key - they’re
simply used as “values” in fields across different indexes.
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For this reason, the system is suggesting the creation of an Entity Identifier (EID), which will
be added to the data model to “glue” those index fields together.
In this case, the system is suggesting to add email, URL, category_code, city, countrycode
and statecode as it has found these fields/values to be shared across several indexes.
5. For simplicity, keep “city” selected as the only EID and deselect the other EID rows.
6. Click OK.

7. Click the Data model graph tab to view the proposed new relations in dotted
notation.
8. Click Save All -> Save All Automatic Relations.
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Now, looking at the city entity identifier in the data model graph, note that city has two
relations; one with companies and one with investors.
If you want to create a new entity identifier, click Create entity identifier (1). For example,
you could create a URL EID and use it to connect URL fields in different fields.
1. To view the details of the city EID, select city under Ontology and click the
Relations tab.
2. Click the Info tab and add an icon for the city EID, such as a building. It will look
much better in the data model graph.
3. To look at the relation between the article and companies data, click articles under
Ontology and click the Relations tab.

4. The labels are not suitable, so change them to “mentions” (active from Article to
Company) and “mentioned by”, its opposite label.
5. Click Save.
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6. Finally, create a dashboard for articles by using the method we used previously.
Return to the Dashboards app. Note that the new relations are shown immediately in the
relational navigator of the companies dashboard. One city is selected here. This is because
the “advertising” selection for companies in “Los Angeles” is selected.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the Graph Browser dashboard with an empty graph.
Click Add and add investors to the graph (1).
Select the Expansion tab (2) and click Relations - simple.
Select the two relations for city and deselect the others (3).
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5. Select all investor nodes by clicking and dragging or clicking CTRL+A. You will
notice that the Relations - simple list updates, because Siren now understands that
your starting point for this graph analysis is the investors.
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6. Click Expand (3).
7. Click the Los Angeles node (1). It currently shows links to two investors.
8. Click Crop (2).
9. Click Expand and Get all.
10. Click Save graph.
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Now, you can see all companies and investors that have some relation to Los Angeles.

Want to learn more? Provide feedback? Take a look at the following resources:
Community: https://community.siren.io
Full documentation: http://docs.siren.io
Siren videos: https://siren.io/siren_videos/
Support portal (Trial and enterprise users): http://support.siren.io

Appendix - some more useful topics
Advanced settings for the graph
You can change advanced settings, such as the maximum number of nodes that the graph
pulls in from a dashboard.
1. Filter for ‘graph’ and select siren:graphExpansionLimit.
2. Click Edit.
3. Enter the new value and click Save.
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Setting labels with lenses and in the data model
You can set graph node labels in the data model and then in the graph using the lens
features.
You should always set them in the data model first but override them in the graph with lens
is useful for specific analysis: for example, you might first want to see the articles’ title, but
later change your mind and want to see the articles’ author as labels instead.
By creating and activating a lens, you can see that on demand.

Deleting data in Siren and changing a table schema
Deleting data in Siren Platform is intentionally difficult, due to the damage that it could cause
in environments where the data is in very large streams, such as in large Elasticsearch
installations.
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However, you can delete an index by using the Dev Tools console.
1. Go to the Dev Tools app (1).
2. In the Console, type “delete” and the name of the index, for example “companies” in
the editor pane.
3. Click the play icon (3) and you see the acknowledgment in the response pane.

Important: If you delete the index and the companies dashboard still exists, the dashboard
displays errors. You can either reinstate the companies index by uploading the data again or
you can delete the dashboard.
If the data structure has changed, for example, if there are more fields or fields of a different
type, then you must refresh the “Index Pattern Search” field list (1).
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Legal notices
Siren Platform™ is a trademark of Sindice Ltd. trading as Siren, with offices in GTC, Mervue
Business Park, Galway, Republic of Ireland.
Elasticsearch™ is a trademark of Elasticsearch B.V., registered in the U.S.A. and in other
countries.

